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February 23, 2018

Do you believe in tomorrow?

Of course you do!

And so do the young people working every day in your office for the company’s tomorrow.
So we’d like you to entertain the idea of investing in their tomorrows – sending them to the
2018 Young Movers conference in Brussels from 3-6 May.

Its theme is apt: “Let’s move to …. The day after tomorrow!”.
This is a serious event with well constructed business sessions, practical field visits and
enough social activity so crucial for networking (i.e. to attract business!).

Another of the key ways of attracting business these days is through social media, the
single most important influencer available to us. With this in mind we have invited
our keynote speaker Clo Willaerts. She is a marketing professional with a large social
media following and wide experience in digital business. She will be the perfect 'out of the
box' introduction to our workshops and pannel discussions on the many digital challenges
our industry is facing.

It has never been more vital to invest in a new generation of movers as the industry goes
through some of the biggest changes of the last decade. Nothing is as it used to be, and
the young people in your company need to be aware of what is happening not just today,
but tomorrow.

For more info on the Young Movers Conference in Belgium, take a look at our website:
www.youngmovers.eu

Anne Van Gils
chairman@youngmovers.eu

PS: Save money and book before March 10 @ our early bird rate of 870 EURO. Book
here.

Special word of appreciation to our sponsors.

Wow, what an excitement. So many business partners have already connected their name
to YMC2018 Belgium! Please join us in thanking our sponsors: Böcker, CARU Containers,
DKV Euroservice, Erdo Relocation, Fedemac, GEP, Giovaruscio, Gosselin, IAM, IFFS,
Know How Containers, Relocation Insurance, Roldo Rent, Sofrapack & Triglobal. They
have already committed on sponsoring YMC2018. On our sponsorpage, you'll find the
links to the sponsors webpages.Should you be interested in partnering with us, don't
hesitate and get in touch!
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